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Objectives: Ss will recall language in Unit 6 Listening Part 3.  
Method: S-Ss RHR 
Materials: PPT: images of different types of weather  
Procedure:  
Step 1: Sit Ss around the table and show slide. 
Step 2: Ss take turns to describe the weather using the Present Tense. For 
example, “When it snows, snow covers the playground. Everything is white. It’s 
cold, and the kids wear warm coats.”  
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Objectives: Ss will recall language in Unit 8 Dialog. 
Method: T-Ss  
Materials: PPT: images from Unit 8 Dialog 
Procedure:  
Step 1: Show slides and then have Ss work in pairs to think of questions related to 
the dialog. “Who practices playing the violin?” “Can anyone in our class play the 
violin?” “Can Eddy play the violin?” “How often does Sally practice?” “How long 
does she usually practice playing the violin?”  
Step 2: Ss take turns to answer the questions in pairs.  
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Objectives: Ss will review new vocabulary from Unit 8. 
Method: S-Ss –TTT NS  
Materials: none  
Procedure:  
Step 1: Split Ss into two teams and have them line up. 
Step 2: Select one S from each team to be the commander for the opposite team.  
Step 3: S1 and S2 give a series of instructions to the opposing team. The teams 
follow the instructions in sequence.  For example, “Please first eat some breakfast, 
and then play the violin. After doing some gardening, finally go to brush your 
teeth.” If a S fails to follow an instruction, their team loses.  
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Objectives: Ss will recall language in Unit 8 Dialog.  
Method: S-Ss –TTT  
Materials: PPT: images from Unit 8 Dialog  
Procedure:  
Step 1: Have two Ss come to the front to take the roles of Eddy and Sally. Tell the 
 rest of the class to listen and watch carefully as they may have to take the role or 
Eddy or Sally.  
Step 2: The selected Ss role play the scenes in the dialog. 
Step 3: If time allows, have another pair to do the role-playing activity. 
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Objectives: Ss will personalize language in Unit 8 Dialog and Vocabulary 2. 
Method: S-Ss –TTT NS 
Materials: none 
Procedure:  
Step 1: Have Ss stand in a circle with T standing in the middle. T models how to play 
the “Find someone who…” game by asking all the Ss to mime an activity and then T 
says, ‘Everyone freezes.’  
Step 2: Everyone has to freeze and then T asks “Find someone who is playing 
basketball.” The first S to find it scores a point by telling the rest class “S1 is playing 
basketball.” 
Step 3: The winner takes the T’s spot and gives instructions. 
 


